My Email Marketing Empire
Module 4: Writing Emails that Sell

Welcome to Module 4. In this module we're going to be talking about email
copywriting - writing emails that sell.
Now here's what we'll be covering:
We're going to look at copywriting, just the main general principles about it.
I'm going to talk to you about the 6 Psychological Triggers of Influence.
These are probably more important than anything, because if you
understand these, you can use them in your writing and you'll get a lot
more sales.
I'm going to talk about developing your own Swipe File.
Assuming the frame of mind of your target market, it's very important.
We're going to look at the 7 Elements Of Emails That Sell.
Then I'm going to show you some real life examples where we'll actually go
through some of the best Email Marketers’ email copy. We’ll break it down
and talk about why it's so good and effective.

Copywriting
I would say that copywriting is one of the most profitable skills that you can ever
develop and possess. If you plan on building an Internet Marketing business and
plan on relying on Email Marketing, which you will be doing if you want to build a
real online business, you really don't have a choice. You have to learn some
copywriting skills. You can outsource it, but if you want to hire the best
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Copywriters, they will charge you a lot of money and there's a reason why.
If you can develop the skills of copywriting, you can pretty much print your own
money . You can make a lot of sales. The top Copywriters command fees of up to
$50,000 and more, just to write a sales letter.
If you've ever seen those websites online where there's a long 1-page sales letter,
some of those letters are written by the best Copywriters and these are the sort of
fees that they are charging. People are happy to pay them that sort of money
because the best Copywriters can write sales letters that can make you millions of
dollars (assuming you have the right product to market etc. )
Not only do they usually charge upfront fees, but often they charge royalties.
They can literally charge 2-3% of all ongoing sales that that site makes. It really is
an essential skill to have. You don't have to be the best Copywriter in the world to
make money online, but it's just good to have a feel for how it works, and to
develop at least some level of skill.
The good thing is, it's learnable. It's not as if you're born with the abilities to write
great copy. You can learn it and one of the fastest ways of learning it is to actually
take the greatest sales letters ever written and imitate them - to literally write
them by hand.
There's a guy in my market named Mike Dillard, he's in the Home Business
industry and he has grown a massive business. His business does something like
$10 million dollars a year - a very big business. He often tells the story about
when he got started.
He was broke and living in a small apartment. He couldn’t afford furniture but he
was very devoted to building his business. Because he couldn't afford to buy all of
these great informational products that would teach him how, he would instead
print off the sales letters from these websites and he would come home every
night, he was working as a waiter, and would literally write these sales letters out
by hand over and over and over again.
A lot of the top Copywriters recommend that you do that. It’s one of the fastest
ways you'll learn to write top copy. You literally just find a great sales letter and
you write out the whole sales letter by hand.
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By doing that, you get a feel for how to write. After awhile, you'll start to develop
your own voice. That takes a little while to develop. If you are new to Online
Marketing this is really important. You only have so many hours in a day where
you can learn all these new skills. I often see people come online and there's just
so much information for them. There are all of these different techniques – like
building a WordPress blog, learning how to generate traffic on Facebook, on
Twitter, on Google there are all these different techniques.
If I had a choice between learning those techniques or learning the fundamental
principles of Direct Response Marketing, like learning how to write copy, that's
what I would choose. Learn the principles because that's what's going to make
you money. You can always outsource all of that technical stuff. When it comes to
building WordPress blogs, you can literally find someone in India who can do that
for $10 per hour.
Learning those skills will not make you a millionaire. Those skills only pay you
$10-$20 per hour but learning how to write copy will pay you more like $300 or
$500 per hour depending on how good you get.
If you have a choice of between learning the two, learn the fundamentals because
they never change. All of these tactics are great, like learning how to generate
leads on Facebook, but the problem is that they become outdated so fast, that
they soon become irrelevant, but the fundamentals never change.

The 6 Psychological Triggers of Influence
One of the best books ever written for Marketers wasn't actually written for
Marketers, but in the field of Direct Response Marketing a lot of the top
Copywriters recommend that you read this book before you read any other book.
It's called “Influence” by Robert Ciaildini. If you don't have this book, I
recommend that you go to Amazon and order it ], because the principles in this
book underline pretty much everything we teach when it comes to Online
Marketing. There are lots and lots of different courses selling the same
information for $2000 or more, but a lot of them are based on the exact principles
Robert Claildini talked about in his $25 book. Those 6 principles are:
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Reciprocation
What that means is when you give something to someone they are inclined to
return the favor. For example, if you go to a squeeze page that says give me your
name and email and I'll give you this free video, that's reciprocation. If you're
building a list and sending out an email broadcast to your list and you send them a
free video that you've found to be really helpful, and you aren't asking for
anything in return, that's using reciprocation. Doing things like that is going to
build the relationship and you're going to get more sales later on down the line.
Authority
In society, we have certain authority figures. We have doctors, policeman and the
like. It’s the same in any market. For example, in the Internet Marketing niche,
there are certain gurus who are seen as authority figures – like Frank Kern. He is
considered an authority figure in the Internet Marketing niche.
What your aim should be in your particular niche is to become the authority figure
in your particular niche, the expert, the go to guy of that niche. For example there
is a Marketer named Perry Marshall who has built a multi-million dollar business
teaching people how to use Google Adwords. Perry Marshall came onto the
Online Marketing scene around 5 years ago.
There were a lot of people competing for that position of being the number one
guru for Google Adwords and Perry Marshall made it to the top guru position. So
now, when someone comes to me and wants to learn Google Adwords, I
recommend that they go straight to Perry Marshall because he has developed the
position of being the go to guy of that niche market. If you can get that top
position in your niche marketing, you can build a massive business. So that should
be your aim.
Social Proof
This is really important, and probably the most important out of all of principles.
Whenever there is a launch online or a build up to a product launch or only on
sale for one week, that is considered a product launch. Social proof has a lot to do
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with the sale.
There was a recent launch for a course on Facebook Pay-Per-Click and on the
website there was a comment section hooked up to the Facebook comment.
People could then log into their Facebook account and comment on the video.
The anticipation of this launch had been built up for about 2 weeks and the
product was only scheduled to be on sale for one week. In the first 2 weeks
leading up to the launch, there were thousands of people commenting about how
great the course was going to be and how much they couldn't wait to get it. That
is an example of social proof.
When the course went on sale in the one week, it made $1.5 million dollars.
Social proof was largely responsible for that launch doing so well. You can use that
in your own marketing.
Another way to use social proof is through testimonials. If you can get
testimonials, you can have other people sing your praises and talk about the
results they got from following your advice. A testimonial is much more powerful
to your target market than you expressing it yourself. It's more believable to have
someone else express the results they have received from using your advice or
product than for you to say something good about your advice or product.
Scarcity
In launches, scarcity is truly what is responsible for the millions of dollars in sales
that you hear about from the big wigs. That's why when they have these sales,
they usually only sell for a week. The reason product creators do that is to
introduce the concept of Scarcity. If the product could definitely be purchased at
anytime in the near or distant future, then the overall sales would be much less
than if the product is given a short period of time in on the market.
Liking
This is very important because as Email Marketers, we're building a relationship
with your our list.
One of our aims should be to get our list to like us and to show them that we like
them. That is how you build that relationship with you list. Ask yourself this
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question, “When was the last time I bought anything from someone I didn't like?”
For example, think about the last time you bought a car. Chances are you would
have gone to a lot of different car dealerships and spoke to a lot of different sales
people. Perhaps you came across a salesperson you didn't like - but he had a car
that you did like. Chances are that you didn't buy that car because you didn’t like
the person selling it. Likeability is very important.
Commitment and Consistency
This is the principle where, if you take one small step in any particular direction,
you tend to follow it through. For example, if you’re buying something online and
you only have to pay for shipping and handling, once you enter your credit card
details, then they try to Upsell you. They say, “But wait, here’s a limited time offer
to buy a course for $200”.
The reason this is done is because Email Marketers know that once put in your
credit card details, you have built up some momentum. You have made the initial
commitment, even though it’s a small commitment. From there, it’s much easier
to get someone to pay $200 to get this “bigger and better” course.
An example of this is the Email Auto-Responder www.AWeber.com. When you
join www.AWeber.com, you can get a 30 day trial for $1. The reason that
Marketers do this is because, once you have committed to spending $1, you are
more likely to continue using the service.
You really want to think about these principles and get the book “Influenced” that
I mentioned earlier if you plan on building an online business. It will be one of the
best investments that you can ever make. Read the book and try to understand it.
If you can incorporate these six psychological triggers or principles in your Email
Marketing you're going to build a much better business and get lots more sales.
Secret Weapon of the Best Email Copywriters…
The world's best email Copywriters all have what is called a Swipe File. A Swipe
File is like the name says. When you come across a good piece of copy, or
advertisement or email, instead of forgetting about it, if it causes you to take an
action, such as take out your credit card and buy, you should make a copy of it to
use in your own marketing.
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That is what the best Copywriters do. They have massive Swipe Files of various
marketing materials that they’ve collected over the years. When they get a new
job, they can draw inspiration from these Swipe Files. They can model their new
ideas from previously successful marketing materials in their Swipe Files. These
ads aren't copied directly, they are just modeled by taking pieces from successful
materials to write their own material.
I’ve done this in the past. A year after I got started, I started to collect emails from
Email Marketers that I knew were really good. I subscribed to their lists and every
time I received an email that caused me to react a certain way, I would save a copy
of that email to my computer desktop.
If you’re going to do that, I recommend you keep things very organized. For
instance, if you're on 20 Email Marketers lists, create a separate folder for each
Marketer and every time you get an email from them, copy it and store it in that
folder. That way, when it comes time create your own email broadcast, and you’re
promoting a product, you can refer to that Swipe File. It’s sometimes hard to
stare at a blank screen and get started. You can always refer to your Swipe File to
get those “creative juices” flowing.
A word of caution, if you're brand new to Email Marketing, I recommend that you
don't go and join 100 different email lists because you will spend the majority of
your time reading emails. Every one of those Internet Marketers are going to be
promoting their own courses. There is simply not enough time to get good in this
business and to buy 20 different courses and spread your attention too thinly. So,
stud it, but don’t get too caught up in it.
The 3 Types of People on Your List
I got this idea from a guy named Daegan Smith, a fairly well known Internet
Marketer. He talked about the 3 types of people on your email list. As you begin
to build your list, you’re going to get to the point where you actually have about
1,000 people on your list, then 5,000, then 10,000 and so on.
In your list, you are going to have 3 different types of people. You are going to
have your Bargain Hunters – those people that always search for bargains. They
won’t buy .unless something is on discount. That’s why you’ll sometimes get
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emails from Marketers and they say, “It’s Christmas this week and I’m having a
Christmas sale. This product is 20% off.” They do that to cater to the Bargain
Hunters on their list.
You’re going to have the Premium Buyers on your list. These are the people that
you’re going to make most of your profit from. These are the people that will buy
a product for $50, then in the Upsell process, they will spend another $500. They
love buying products and they love buying premium. That’s why you sometimes
see membership sites where you can become a normal member, then you can
become a Silver Member and then a Gold Member. They have these different
membership levels to appeal to the Premium Buyers.
I’m personally a Premium Buyer. Whenever I buy something, I can’t resist buying
at the top level. It’s just a tendency of mine. You should always cater to your
Premium Buyers.
Third, you have your Front-End Prospects. They may have joined your list
yesterday and they don’t know you yet. There is no relationship there. So, in
those initial few weeks, you want to spend time developing that relationship. In
those first few weeks, the emails that you send them are going to determine that
relationship. If you start off by sending them “spammy” emails saying, “Buy this,
buy that”, they’re either going to Unsubscribe from your list, or you’re going to
become irrelevant to them. They’ll get your emails, but they’ll just ignore them.
In my own email inbox, I have people that email me every day and I don’t even
read their emails and I just haven’t gotten around to unsubscribing.
You want to treat those prospects differently. Focus on building that relationship
first. If you can do that, you can continue to do business with them for a lifetime.
You will have people that stay on your list for years and years and will continue to
buy from you and will love to continue getting your emails.
Phases
This is really what I just talked about. You’re going to have prospects on your list
and you’re going to have customers. Prospects are the new people on your list.
Customers have bought from you in the past. You want to treat them slightly
differently.
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Usually by the stage that someone becomes your customer, and they are repeat
buyers, they know that you deliver good value. You can assume that relationship
and treat them differently.

Frame of Mind
Relationship marketing is really at the heart of what we do. That’s really what it’s
about – building relationships.
You want to write your emails with Empathy. Empathy is defined as the capacity
to understand, be aware of, be sensitive to and to experience the feelings,
thoughts and experiences of another person. It’s really like putting yourself in
someone else's shoes. “Frame of Mind” marketing grows directly from that
feeling of empathy.
It’s important to think about the frame of mind that people are in when they’re
checking their email. When you send out your emails, think about these people
sitting in their homes, at their computers, they have families, maybe they have
kids running around. Or maybe they’re at work. Maybe they’re still working fulltime and are looking to start their own online business.
When they sit down at their computers, you have to think about what is going on
in their heads. Usually, the “internal dialog” goes something like this:
First, they’re going to open up their email box and say, “Ok, who has sent
me an email today?” Most people are curious and eager to receive
email. According to an AOL survey, 51% of people check their email four
or more times a day and 20% of them check it more than 10 times a day.
Most people are very busy and will only pick out and read the emails that
are most important to them. They’re going to look at important business
email, personal email from friends (and hopefully you will be in that
category), and then there are other things they may have time to read,
but it’s generally in that order.
People will then go through and delete the “junk” so that it doesn’t
clutter up their inbox. You don’t want to be in that category. For most
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people, their email inbox is a private and personal space. They don’t
want it invaded by strangers and sales people. You have to respect that.
People are very protective of that space.
Creating a Rapport
Whenever you’re trying to sell something online, you want to create some kind of
rapport. The best way to do that is to be like your target audience. People like
other people that are like them. People will develop a bond with you because
they see themselves in you. That’s why it’s sometimes important to tell your
“back story”.
In one of my markets, the Internet Marketing market, where I show people how to
get started online, I often tell the story of how I was running my own gardening
business two years ago. I was hating every minute of it. I knew I was never going
to become financially successful with it. Then I got started online and when I got
started, I knew nothing. I didn’t know what a domain name was. I didn’t have the
first clue about how to get a web site set up. I was afraid that it was all just too
technical for me and that I couldn’t do it.
I often tell that story because I know that a lot of my target market is thinking the
exact same thing. I do it to connect with them and to show them that – yes, it is
possible.
Never begin your emails with formal corporate speak. When a lot of businesses
make the transition online, they completely mess it up. For example they’ll say
something like, “We at widgets.com have been in business for 15 years and we are
the industry's premier source for widgets.” You don’t want to sound like that. It
sounds pompous and keeps your audience at a distance. It's also boring. Gary
Halbert , a famous Copywriter used to say, “You can't bore people into buying
something from you.”
Getting your prospects to like you is very important, but letting your target
audience see that you like them is also very important. When we know someone
likes us, we believe that they’re not going to lie to us, deceive us, try to take
advantage of us or sell us something that’s not going to help us in our lives.
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When you let your target audience know that you like them and that you have
their best interest at heart, that’s going to help you as well. That’s why many of
the top Email Marketers never promote something that they don't believe in.
They know that the minute they betray that trust, they destroy the relationship
and that’s really going to hurt their business.
Also, always write your emails as if it’s one-on-one. Never send out a broadcast as
if you’re writing to your entire list. Chances are, people know that they aren’t the
only one receiving that email, but you still want to write to them as if they were.

The 7 Elements of Emails that Sell
Element #1: A Compelling Subject line
The Subject line can’t just be good. It has to be better than that. It has to be
irresistible. It has to beg to be opened - not because of hype or any outlandish
claims, but because it's compelling.
You don’t want the Subject line to look like an advertisement. Even if the email
gets through the spam filters, it would have the same effect as asking your
subscribers to watch a commercial. People don’t want to do that. You want to be
personal and not commercial.
Here are some examples of Subject lines:








Online Marketing Gazette
Avon Spring Specials
Are the rumors about you true?
30% Discount on Eyewear!
Holiday Bonanza
You got me worried
Save up to 70% off at Overstock, 40% off at Amazon and more!

If you received all of those, which two really stand out to you? Which two are you
likely to open? It will probably be the ones that say, “You got me worried” and
“Are the rumors about you true?”
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If you receive an email with a Subject that says, “Are the rumors about you true?”,
you almost can’t help but open the email to see what this person is talking about.
What rumors? If you see a Subject line that says, “You got me worried” you think,
“Worried about what?” You can’t help but open them.
But if you get an email that says, “30% Discount on Eyewear”, that’s going straight
to spam. You’re not even going to open that.
Here are a few more:











This got my attention…
Did you get my message?
This finally came…
Not sure if you got this?
I’m not quite sure about you…
About your website, [Firstname]
Here’s what I promised…
Here’s the formula…
I almost forgot…
Sorry, I goofed…

When you say something like “This got my attention”, the word “this” creates
curiosity. You want to find out what this person is referring to. What is “this”?
“Did you get my message?” What message? Did this person leave me a phone
message? Or send me an email?
“This finally came…” What came?
“Not sure if you got this?” Again, “this”.
“Here’s what I promised…”, “Here’s the formula…”, “I almost forgot…”, “Sorry, I
goofed…”. You’ll notice that a lot of these have “…” after them. They’re what we
call ellipses. They work well to get a high Open Rate because they create a sense
of incompleteness. You want to find out what this person is talking about. It’s a
natural tendency – the curiosity factor.
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To capture the reader’s attention, you've got to earn it. Sometimes people ask me
how important the Subject line is. Some Email Marketing teachers say it’s as
much as 50% of the value of the advertisement and others says it’s 70% of the
value.
The truth is that percentages don't matter. It’s like me asking, “What percentage
better is a car that’s running than one that’s not running at all?”. You can’t
compare the two in percentages. It just doesn’t work.
If a Subject line fails to achieve its goal – to get an email read, then the email
doesn’t even matter. You can have copy written by the best Copywriter in the
world. If the Subject line doesn’t get the email opened in the first place, it doesn’t
matter. You want to spend about half the time it takes to write an email, thinking
about the Subject line. It’s really that important.
There’s another trend I’ve noticed. Ever since Email Marketing became possible
and they developed Email Auto-Responders with the ability to personalize emails
(to automatically insert someone’s name), lot of people have been doing it.
In the beginning it was really great. Lots of Marketers used it and got a high
response rate because it looked the email was from a friend. Now, here’s what
people are waking up to when they check their email inboxes in the morning:






Matt, this Tuesday
Matt, will you be a part of this test?
Will you be near a phone tomorrow, Matt?
Matt, your account
Matt, last chance!

It just looks fake. It has the exact opposite impact that it was designed to have.
The whole point of using it is not to sound commercial, but now that everyone is
doing it, it is starting to sound commercial.
When you get an email from a friend, are they saying, “Matt, last chance!” or
“Matt, will you be a part of this test?” They don’t because it’s just unnatural.
This is especially true if you’re in the Internet Marketing niche. A lot of Marketers
that are also emailing your prospects, are overdoing the personalization. Try not
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to do it too much. Sometimes people, especially if they’re new, discover how to
use personalization and overdo it. They put it 4 or 5 times in the email copy.
That makes it sound very forced.
Also, in your Subject lines, avoid words like, 'Buy, Discount, Power, Powerful
Investment, Free, Maximize, Profit, Money, Opportunity, Sale, New'. They may
work well on web sites and in headlines, but in someone’s inbox, it just sounds so
much like advertising. Remember that an email inbox is a very personal space.
Element #2: The First Sentence
I’m going to suggest that with the first few opening lines, you want identify who
you are and start to establish rapport with your readers. You can start by saying
something that you would say to a real friend. For example, I sent out a broadcast
that said, “Just got back from my parent’s wheat farm. I went back home to help
them with the harvest. I forgot how hot it can be down there. Anyway, I wanted
to tell you about…” Then I got down to my message.
Just those first two lines where I tell a little story from my life, makes me sound
more like a friend. I sound like someone that they actually know. I’m not just
saying, “Go and buy this”. But you don’t want to overdo it. You don’t want to
write two paragraphs about what you had for breakfast because people are just
too busy.
The whole point of doing this is to get a reaction from our list and to make them
feel like they know us. To make them feel like we’re a friend or someone they
know. To feel like a real person and not just a business or a brand or a logo.
Element #3: Stay On Point
Don't ramble on. Don’t be one f those Email Marketers that sends 3-page emails
because people won’t read it. People are busy. You want to be short and to the
point.
Element #4: Just One Message
Stick to one message per email. Let’s say you’re promoting something as an
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Affiliate, what you don’t want to do is try to promote 3 or 4 different offers in one
email. It just won’t work. When people are browsing online, they have very short
attention spans.
There’s a statistic that says that if most people can’t work out what a web site says
in 7 seconds, they’re gone. If you have a web site, you have a window of about 7
second, or less, to get someone’s attention and to tell them why they should stay
on your web site. People don’t like to think too hard. The more they have to
think, the less sales you’re going to get.
Element #5: Provide Value
You want to provide some free value. I’m going to show you a demonstration at
the end of this presentation of a Marketer who does that, but you want to give
your readers something of value in exchange for their undivided attention.
Occasionally, with my list, I’ll just send out a free gift with no strings attached. It
can be a free video, a free report, something that I’ve take the time to put
together. I send it out for free just to build that relationship.
Element #6: The Benefit
If you're making an offer, you always want to tell them how it’s going to benefit
them. Don’t just tell them what it is, follow up and explain how it’s going to
benefit them. For instance, you can state your offer, then follow up with, “…so
that you can ” and then fill in the blank.
For example, if you’re promoting something, you can say, “ Try out this tool for 30
days free” so you can start getting more traffic to your site and more sales coming
in. You can go even deeper than that. Let’s say I’m promoting a course and it’s
teaching people how to generate traffic. The benefit isn’t getting more traffic or
even getting more sales. The benefit is having more money coming in so that they
can spend more time with their children or something like that. That’s the real
benefit.
Element #7: Call to Action
You always want to have a solid, Call to Action. This is where a lot of Marketers
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mess up. They get all of the other elements right, then when they tell someone to
go to this web site, they don’t have a solid Call to Action. Instead of saying, “You
can check out this web site…”, you say, “Go here NOW”. You tell them exactly
what you want them to do.
Here are a few more tips:
 Focus on the frame of mind of your audience and write in a way that
appeals to that frame of mind.
 Write the way that you speak. Always write in a conversational tone. What
we do here is all about marketing and sales. It’s not school. When you
were in school the text books were written in such a formal tone. You don’t
want to write emails like that because no one is going to read them. Don’t
try to be too clever, or creative or formal, just write to them as if you’re
sitting right next to them having a conversation.
 As I said before, write the email as though you're writing it to one person
only and not to the entire list.
 Big Tip: After you finish writing an email, before sending it to your list, test
it by sending it to yourself from within your Email Auto-Responder. You will
see that email in your inbox among 50 others. You will see it exactly as
your list is going to see it. You can ask yourself, “If I was on my email list
and I just got this email from me, would I open it?” Often the answer,
when you’re just getting started, is going to be no.
Then go back and edit that email. That was one of the things I used to do
when I was first getting started. I would send it to myself 4 or 5 times until
I got the Subject line right and it really got my curiosity. Then I would send
it out to my list.
Another reason you want to test is, if you’re writing these emails, and
you’re promoting a product as an Affiliate, and you insert your Affiliate link,
sometimes there will be a space in that link and when you go to click on it,
it won’t work. You won’t even realize that you’ve made a mistake, and if
you send that email out to your list, all of them are going to click on that
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link and it’s not opening. That will have a significant impact on your sales.
If people can’t get to your sales page, they can’t buy. Always test the links
in the emails you send to make sure they are working.

Real Examples From Top Email Marketers
I want to show you some examples from 3 guys that I consider to be some of the
best Email Marketers in the world today.
 The first is Frank Kern. Many of you have heard of him. He’s in the Internet
Marketing niche just like the other two.
 The next is Jason Moffatt. I’m subscribed to a lot of lists and there are very
few people whose emails I read every single one of. Jason is one of those
people. You will see why in just a moment.
 The third person is Ryan Deiss. He has his own style of writing emails that
I’m going to show you in just a minute.
Here is an email from Frank Kern. Frank Kern’s whole identity in the market is,
he’s promoting to the Internet Marketing niche, to people that want to get started
online and who want to live the Internet Marketing lifestyle where they get to go
to the beach every day and really live it up. That’s his identity and that’s how he
writes.
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The Subject line says, “Cool, free stuff.” It’s very simple and people want cool free
stuff. “Free” is a very powerful word. Notice that he doesn’t use personalization.
Part of the reason, is like I said, people have just become unresponsive to that.
Also notice how he loads the link right at the top of the email. He only has two
lines of copy before you see the link. A big mistake that Email Marketers make is
to put the link down at the bottom. A big part of your income is from these
Affiliate links. You don’t want people, who are really busy in the first place, to
have to scroll to the bottom of your email to find a link.
Notice that he doesn’t end by saying, “Yours sincerely” or anything like that. He
says, “Talk soon, Frank”. That’s exactly how he would write to a friend. It’s very
casual.
In his post-script, he says, “I have a special surprise announcement coming up
next week and you’re gonna dig it”. That’s a great little tactic to use. If you know
you’re going to be promoting something next week, you can make comments like
this and tell people to keep an eye on their email inbox for a particular Subject
line. You can say, “Next week I’m going to be sending out an email and it’s going
to have the subject line, ‘Cool free stuff’, so be sure to open it when you get it”.
You can say stuff like that because, let’s say that people only open about 50% of
your emails, sometimes they might miss that email. But if they read this first
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email, and they know they should be looking out for another one, it’s in the back
of their minds. When they do get that email next week, they’re much more likely
to open it.
Next, another one from Frank Kern.

The Subject line is great. For one, it doesn’t really make sense. If you get this in
your inbox, you can’t help but click on it and see what it’s about.
Often with your Email Marketing and with Marketing in general, negative
headlines tend to get a higher response rate. That’s why when you sit down to
watch the news at night, everything is about death and all that’s gone wrong in
the world today. It’s all about negativity. They say, “If it bleeds, it leads.” They
always put that stuff right at the beginning because that’s what people want.
People respond to negative news much more than they respond to positive news.
You can use words like “problem” and people will respond to that.
Again, his link is right at the top and you are told what to do. He says, “Hey –
watch this”. That’s a solid Call to Action.
He uses text that appeals to people that are just getting started and know that
they are not quite “experts”.
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He also uses a closing that looks like something you would send to a friend. He
says, “Enjoy :-)”
Frank Kern uses a lot of post-scripts. Post-Scripts have a high readership rate and
translate into a high response rate. Besides the headline, the P.S. is usually one of
the most read parts of a letter. It’s a really good place to put your link because
you know that people are likely to read it.
Here’s another one.

If you’re promoting to the Internet Marketing niche, a lot of people are getting 50
emails a day telling them to go and buy a course. What he’s doing in the email
above is saying, “this is a blatant pitch”. He’s calling it what it is and not trying to
hide the fact that he’s an Affiliate. The Subject says, “a blatant pitch that you
should open NOW”. Again, a solid Call to Action.
He then says, “Hey – at least I’m up front about it ;-)” He’s speaking to them in
their voice. They know they’re getting pitched on all these different products.
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They know he’s an Affiliate and he’s not even trying to hide it.
He says that he bought the product that he’s recommending. That’s a good thing
and builds trust. Again, his link is nice and close to the top.
He mentions that the course has actually been on Fox News. That’s Social Proof
and credibility. He also has his link in 3 places and again uses a P.S.
He’s pitching to a slightly skeptical market. They have probably gotten pitched for
other products promising to make them millions and millions of dollars, so he
says, It’s go the best use of PROOF that I’ve seen in ages.”
That creates some curiosity. We want to know what “proof” he’s talking about.

Another email from Frank.

He says in the Subject, “Don’t make this mistake”. Again, he uses “this” If you get
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this in your email inbox, you can’t help but open it. Again, the link is nice and
close to the top.
He says, “WARNING – DO NOT MAKE THIS MISTAKE”. Frank Kern always writes his
emails, not just to the people that are going to read the whole thing, but also to
the people that are going to scan through it.
This is a slightly longer email. If someone gets this in their inbox, they’re probably
not going to read the whole thing. If they’re a big fan of Frank, they might, but
most people will just scan through it. When they do, they see the “warning” and
their attention is drawn there.
Some people have a tendency to think that cheap products are not good, so he
addresses that in the email to help his audience overcome that. He’s letting them
know that it’s cheap, but it’s good.
Again he uses his P.S. and a link down at the bottom.
Next is an email from Jason Moffatt. With your Email Marketing, you also want to
integrate it with Social Media. If you have a Facebook fan page, you want to get
all of the people on your email list to become fans of yours on Facebook.
Facebook is far more personal. People spend more time on Facebook talking to
friends. If you can get people to follow you on Facebook, you’re taking that
relationship to the next level. Jason sent out this email:
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His Subject line is great. He then goes on to talk about how he has reached his
limit of friends on Facebook. Facebook will allow you to have up to 5,000 friends,
but a Fan Page will allow you to have as many followers as you want.
Also notice what he’s doing. If you remember, one of the 6 Psychological Triggers
is Authority. He’s positioning himself as an authority because he has 5,000
friends. If you want to be friends with him, you can’t because he’s just so popular.
It’s also massive Social Proof. He has 5,000 friends, so you can’t even become a
Facebook friend of his. You have to become a fan. He includes a link straight to
his Facebook fan page so that people can click on the link and become a fan.
There’s a solid Call to Action that says, “Once you go to that page, hit the “LIKE”
button and you’ll receive all of my updates and we can chat back and forth”.
There, he also puts in a benefit. He doesn’t just say, “Go to my Facebook fan
page”, he explains why. The benefit is that you’ll receive all of his benefits and you
can chat back and forth.
He also uses curiosity at the bottom by stating, “If you haven’t seen the activity
that goes on with my Facebook wall, you are in for a treat”. This makes you want
to go right to his Facebook fan page and find out what’s going on.
Here’s another one by Jason:
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Again, he’s focusing on getting people to go to his Facebook fan page. In his
closing, he writes, “Cheers, Jason Moffat”. Again, that’s something you would
write to a friend.
In his P.S., he uses really great Email Marketing. He’s telling people that they can
go “Trick or Treating” with him. That’s exactly how you would write to a friend. A
business that writes in “corporate language” would never write something like
that, but a friend would. What Jason is saying there is that he is a friend.
He has well over 20,000 people on his list. He knows that the vast majority of
them aren’t in the San Diego area, but he still says this because he wants to let
people know that he’s willing to meet people in person. Remember that it’s not
just about getting people on your list to like you, but it’s also about letting them
know that you like them. That’s what Jason is doing there and that’s really great
marketing.
This is another email that Jason sent out:

The Subject line says, “The Truth”. That’s a great Subject line. Then he says, “This
is amazing…”. He uses the ellipses and you want to know what “this” is. You click
on the link.
He’s also encouraging people to share this email with their friends. You can
imagine what that does. Even though he may only have a small percentage of
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people on his list that do that, but it can potentially grow his list virally.
In his post-script he says, “PS: Who is this guy? I need to find ore on him.” Again,
curiosity. We want to find out who “he” is. This actually turned out to be a video
that Jason found on YouTube. This had nothing to do with an Affiliate promotion.
He wasn’t selling anything. It was just a really great video of a motivational
speaker. He did this to continue building the relationship with his list.
As I’ve said before, if you build a good relationship with your list, you’re going to
have people that are responsive and that are going to buy stuff from you for a
long time. That’s what you’re aiming for. You have to think long-term.
Last are a couple of emails from Ryan Deiss. Ryan Deiss’ emails are always very
short.

This email has a really great Subject line. As I mentioned before, these types of
Subject lines always have a high response rate because they’re slightly negative.
Just like the news. People like to find out what’s going on.
“Story” is a very powerful word. People love stories. It’s socially conditioned into
us at a young age because chances are, when you were a kid, your parents would
read stories to you. That continues into adulthood. We love stories. That’s why
we go to movies.
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This was actually a promotion for a product he had on Search Engine
Optimization. He was saying that the sad news is that most people never get
ranked.
You notice that he took a very dull topic, Search Engine Optimization, and crafted
an email around it, that got people to that page. He wrote this and “sold the
click”.
One more:

This was actually a promotion for a $2,000 course called The Experts Academy,
which was all about becoming an expert in your niche.
I’m showing you this because, in your Email Marketing, you don’t need to spend
hours and hours writing the perfect email. Sometimes the best-performing emails
are literally only 4 or 5 lines long, just as you see above. Ryan is a very
experienced Marketers, so I can assure you that he’s testing this.
He’s testing short emails against long emails. If he’s consistently sending short
emails, it’s because it’s working.

Action Steps
So that concludes Module 4, and as always, it’s great information, but if you don’t
take action, nothing is going to happen.
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 Start making your email copy more personal and more conversational.
Don’t say things like “Yours sincerely”, say something like “Talk to you soon”
or “Later”.
 Spend some time thinking about what’s going on in the heads of your target
market. Start to think about what their fears are, what their frustrations are
and what keeps them up at night. What do they really want? What’s their
end goal? I can assure you that it’s not the money that people want, they
want what the money does for them.
 Start building your own email Swipe File. From today on, subscribe to at
least those three Marketers that I just mentioned, and start studying how
they write to their list and model them. Then create a folder on your
desktop to save their emails. That’s one of my biggest regrets. I let a year
go buy before I started building my own Swipe File.
 Find some free content related to your target market, such as a video on
YouTube, and from time-to-time, send it out to your list. Send it out for
value, and no strings attached just to build that relationship.
 Invest in some good Copywriting books. If you can develop the ability to
write highly-persuasive copy, especially email copy, you can build a massive
business. Top Copywriters make a lot of money. Just for writing a sales
letter, they can command fees of $50,000 and more, plus royalties on all
sales made. The books that I recommend are “Influence”, by Robert Cialdini
and another good one called “Web Copy that Sells” by Maria Veloso.
 Last of all, Split Test. When you send emails to your list, you want to
segment the list into two different segments and send out the same email,
but have different Subject lines. Find out which Subject line performed
better and write it down. Store it in your Swipe File so you can refer back to
it. After you do that, your writing will get better and better and you’ll make
more money per email.
We’ll talk about Segmentation in Module 5. Until then, thanks for your time.
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